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In The Climbing Essays Jim Perrin has collected nearly 40 years of
essays, 60 of them in all. I cannot think of a book in our literature that
can match it for depth, elegance of language, clarity of vision, or its
sheer, yet somehow modest, brilliance. Robert Macfarlane contributes
a fine introduction to the volume, rem inding me that his Mountains
o f the M ind (2003) surely deserves another read. Perrin introduces the
essays with a dozen “A utobiographical Sketches” covering about 20
pages—the effect of which is of reading a book-length m em oir—it’s intimate and gorgeous, a
deeply textured fabric against which the climbing will be counterpoised.
In keeping with Tim O’Brien’s dictum that great writing should be greeted with a kind
of “holy silence” perhaps I should stop now before I make any noise that might distract anyone
from the book itself. A nother strategy might be to just extract a dozen passages from these
essays and let these speak for themselves. O r just one, for example, this from “Adventuring on
the Lllewn” (1991):
“We dawdled around, drank more coffee, and towards midday sauntered out o f the house.
This may have been a mistake. We were setting o ff on a miserable December day to drive fo r the
best part o f an hour to do a 700-ft route with a complex and frightening approach, difficult routefinding, seven or eight pitches, poor belays. All this, as you know intuitively at the time, adds up to
the trap closing behind you. But you carry on because to commit yourself to it brings into play a
primal reliance on your own resources that’s close to the essence o f why we climb.”

This is plain w riting but it has the great virtue of honesty, not to m ention a stated
purpose: to strike towards “the essence of why we climb.” I think all Perrin’s essays do this,
sometimes overtly and sometimes slyly, wherein “climb” and “live” and “love” are either m et
onymic, or indistinguishable, or all one thing. In fact, this passage may not “typify” Perrin’s
prose style, which often employs elevated diction, literary references, and British place names—
all of which I find very appealing. I am reading, after all, to learn som ething of what I don’t
know, not merely to have my own observations confirmed.
Having never climbed in Great Britain, I only recognize a handful of routes by name;
Cenotaph Corner and A Dream o f White Horses come most readily to m ind (yes, they appear
in these pages). Thus, Perrin m entions dozens of climbs, climbing areas, and persons that
are unknow n to m e—it’s like some marvelous fictional world and works as a purely literary
achievement.
Macfarlane astutely notes that “(Beinn A’Chaoruinn and) The Vision of Glory” is a great
essay in which Perrin best articulates the transcendental moments he experiences in the m oun
tains. Perrin tells us: “I do not know how you can adequately describe these moments and their
effect on our lives.” About their effect on our lives he says: “O ur essential life, the joy-life, is a
sequence of these moments.” And later: “The moments seem to come more easily in the m oun
tains.” He is equally “adequate” in describing the moments themselves. Along the way he cites
Wordsworth and Shipton, and it’s a reasonably clear literary lineage that may be extrapolated.
In other essays we are unsurprised to learn of his adm iration for Murray and Tillman, and for
his prose style, the great essayist, William Hazlitt.
Perrin’s own favorite among his work is “Vision and Virians” about climbing on the sea
cliffs of west Britain with his son Will, then 15 years old. This is the essay he chose for inclusion
in Pat Ament’s excellent and undervalued Climber’s Choice (2002). At the time, both 1995 when
he wrote it and when he selected it, he could not have known that Will would live only a few
more years. Nonetheless, Perrin observes near the end of the essay: “For me, it is both a plea
sure and painful responsibility to see him habituating to this environment of deadly beauty in
which so many of my friends have died.” Its com panion piece, “Will” (2004) is Perrin’s funeral
address for his son, an expression of love and broken-heartedness that is miraculously free of
self-pity and sentimentality. I felt honored its author would share it with me.
In “For A rnold Pines,” an essay first written in 1979 and revised for broadcast in 1993,
Perrin invokes Montaigne: “ever since I can remember nothing has occupied my imagination
more than death....” Yet, his is not a morbid fascination. “You can scarcely disagree,” he says,
“that the risk of death is indissociable from the thrill of climbing.” It’s not so much that climb
ers would disagree, rather, many would pretend it were otherwise. W hat Perrin understands is
that “In great danger, there is great joy.” Two sides of a single coin spinning on a tabletop.
After the “Autobiographical Sketches” the book is separated into three sections: “Climbs,”
“The Climbers,” and “On Climbing.” Each section is imbued with elements of the other two.
Add to this that the pieces are not ordered chronologically, but rather “plotted.” The effect is
recursive—I felt like I was always being returned back into the book, which felt to me like an
inexhaustible universe.
Although The Climbing Essays was awarded the Jon White Award for Mountain Literature
at the Banff M ountain Book Festival in 2006 it has, as of this m om ent, yet to find a N orth
American publisher. This seems a shameful com mentary on the state of publishing here, where
the market rules and editors pander to the reading public’s lowest common denominator. The

climbing world is small and somewhat insular, given to value what may ultimately lack signifi
cance. We need Perrin's vision—expansively human and literate—to awaken us to what climbing,
love, and life might be.
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